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Philippe Burrin

Nazi Regime and German Society

The Prisms of Acceptance

Since 1945 the word “totalitarianism” has evoked in many minds the image
of a society engulfed by an absolute power, as though George Orwell’s 1984
had become a reality.With the development of social history, particularly the
history of everyday life, the perspective on Nazism has changed. Historians
have been led to emphasize the niches, the private spaces, and the strategies
of detour and avoidance—in short the areas of autonomy in society.The idea
of a monolithic regime was rejected along with that of total control of every
aspect of existence, even at the risk that the insistence on forms of normalcy
and the lines of continuity might end up minimizing, if not occulting, the
rupture represented by violence and the crimes of the regime.1

Nevertheless history “from below” has enriched our understanding of
German society under the Nazis. It has imposed a differentiated image and
has invited us to formulate more-complex interpretations. The question of
the relationship between the regime and society can certainly continue to
be formulated, with a profitable increase of knowledge. Up to what point
was the effort of total control over society crowned with success? Conversely,
what form of autonomy did society preserve? But in order not to be bound
by a power-society dichotomy, it would also be good to reason in terms of
interaction. The Nazi regime, like every type of totalitarian regime, sought
to bring about adherence and cohesion. But it was not able to build these
by force alone and certainly not by having recourse only to force. Would
not society have brought its own contribution to the totalitarian remolding
that the authorities were trying to realize? In fact the regime did not simply
impose itself; it had to work with a civil society whose vigor had not been
suppressed, even after it had to toe the line. In other words the paradox may
be that support for the Nazi government by German society was also due to,
and perhaps especially due to, the limited character of the control that the
regime exercised over it.

Nowhere more than in the social arena have historians attempted to em-
phasize the composite nature of Nazi ideology, its confused character, and its
subordination to opportunistic considerations.2 Things become a bit clearer
if one is precise as to the level at which one places oneself: change in the long
term or the short term, level of structures or of perceptions?To make things
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easier we will distinguish among the objectives of the regime two comple-
mentary facets, one concerning the structure and the other the cohesiveness
of society.

As for structural change,we should begin by taking seriously the extent of
Nazi ambitions. In its aims National Socialism was less ambitious, probably,
than in a revolution of the Bolshevik type since the principle of private prop-
erty was not challenged. But Nazism was noteworthy nevertheless because, in
a country whose population was growing rapidly, it sought to strengthen the
position of country folk and reduce the size of big cities while decentralizing
the concentration of industry. In other words, recognizing that a return to
the past was impossible, Nazism sought nevertheless to find a middle path
between a modernization necessary to ensure its power and an anachronistic
social structure considered to be healthy and salutary.

It is easy to emphasize the distance, if not antinomy, between this ambi-
tion and any real changes. In agriculture the preparation for and then the
economic conduct of the war reinforced the rural exodus, quite the opposite
of the regime’s objective. Feminine employment, which was to be reduced
in order to allow for a return of the wife to the home and to procreation,
again began to rise when full employment had barely returned. And it was
the same for industrial concentration, the expansion of technology at work,
the growth of the bureaucracy, and the increase in number of white-collar
workers. The natal politics of the regime, thanks to the importance of the
means used, was certainly an immediate success, celebrated as it should have
been. But,according to the opinion of demographers,this was only a question
of catching up with a lag that had become increasingly noticeable since the
end of the FirstWorldWar.The Germans,especially German women,wanted
to decide on the size of their family, and there is no doubt that it was going to
remain well below what was desired in order to make possible the settlement
of the vast spaces of Eastern Europe.3 In sum,it was the triumph of long-term
trends that prevailed during the same period in industrial societies.

Let us emphasize, however, that this perspective only has meaning rel-
ative to the course events actually followed. Through its expansion of the
war, Nazism brought about its own defeat, and it is true that this produced
changes that were more considerable, in terms of their effect on society, than
all of Nazism’s efforts combined. Yet defeat deprived the Party of the time
and means necessary for the realization of its objectives, because military
expansion, racial cleansing, and social transformation joined forces. Every-
thing indicates that in any case Nazism intended to use the conquered“living
space” to reshape German society. The settlement of eastern territories was
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intended to strengthen the importance of country folk and of the middle
classes and to reduce, at least in relative terms, industrial and urban concen-
tration. Despite the limits imposed by the war, the policy carried out in the
occupied territories—and especially in the annexed territories—allows one
to distinguish the premises of a social transformation. These included, as an
intermediary solution (while awaiting the expulsion of the majority of the
nonnative peoples and the Germanization of the others), the creation of a
form of colonial society, though one whose major characteristics were the
domination by the Party, the engineering of a new social structure, and an
increase in possibilities for social advancement.4

What about the other facet?This one concerned the formation of aVolks-
gemeinschaft (“popular community”), racially purified and demographically
expansive, especially one that had become unified through a reduction in
the cleavages (regional, social, and confessional) that divided German society.
Pertinent criteria that can be considered here are the Nazi Party’s replacement
of the traditional institutions of socialization—the school, the family, and the
various religious callings—as well as the reduction of social differences.

From the outset there was a considerable number of handicaps.The com-
promise set up with the traditional elite groups and the plebiscitary character
of the regime made it necessary to hedge in order not to confront sub-
stantial parts of society head on. Despite the displacement of the balance of
power, in general terms the status quo prevailed, and continuity won out.
The traditional elites maintained their position,especially because of a system
of education that remained selective and that was never questioned by the
formation of new elites in Nazi educational institutions. Upward mobility, in
other words, continued to be determined by one’s origins, choice of schools,
and family network.There is one exception to this:the advancement achieved
through political activity in the Nazi Party. But this phenomenon remained
limited and was soon eliminated by a tendency toward the interpenetration
of new and old elites. The clearest example of this is provided by the ss,
in which the children of the upper classes, even those of the nobility, were
overrepresented after 1933.5

There was also the continuity of confessional cleavages, an element at least
as important as the preceding one,given the place the Church enjoyed in Ger-
man life. The regime tried to align the different denominations and loosen
their hold on the faithful, especially on youth. In 1934 it even intervened
in the institutional organization and theological debates of the Protestant
church, but it was forced to step back since government interference risked
reinforcing the antiestablishment current that had formed. From then on the
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regime practiced a policy of pressure and chipping away at authority, with
little success, if we judge by the small number of Germans who chose to
leave their church. We should also remember that the government had to
keep its distance several times when it faced the risk of confrontation with
the Catholic Church (over questions about the use of crucifixes, convents,
and the creation of community schools through the fusion of Protestant and
Catholic schools).6 As proof of the extreme difficulty the Nazis faced with
regard to religious policy, the definitive solution for which was put off until
the end of the glorious war, it is only necessary to recall that Hitler continued,
at least administratively, to declare himself a Catholic until his death.

One could hold that, for lack of an objective change in social differences
and in the social structure, a modification came about on the subjective level
in the perception of contemporaries, who would have seen the realization
of a greater equality regarding conditions and opportunities in their soci-
ety.7 To judge by regional studies, it seems that this was not at all the case.
On the contrary discontent and criticism of existing inequalities remained
widespread.8 But one should note that this did not exclude the existence
of reasons to be satisfied with one’s own fate. The study of different social
categories in effect indicates that the amelioration of conditions was a reality,
assuredly differentiated according to the ability of each group to articulate
its interests, especially through professional organizations, the evolution of
the economic priorities of power and the ideological importance that the
regime attributed to different social sectors.9

Workers were the least favored group,if only because they lost every means
of independent defense.Their standard of living increased modestly,however,
because of the small pool of workers and the opportunity to work overtime,
as the hourly salary was fixed. In addition to this there were a certain number
of real benefits, such as canteens,dressing rooms, showers, and daycare centers
in the factories.The regime’s propaganda also exalted the nobility of manual
labor through certain measures, such as the celebration of May 1 as National
Work Day, through which it showed an interest that produced some results.
All this of course did not turn workers into pillars of the regime, as is shown
by demonstrations of discontent in the period just before the war.10 At least
they were not marginalized as a group from the regime. What probably
contributed to this was the disintegration of traditional bonds, especially due
to the influence of salary scales according to one’s performance.11

At the other end of the scale, we do find a group that was favored, the
employers,especially those in large firms.They were not interfered with in the
choice of directors for their businesses beyond the cleansing of Jews, and they
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knew how to minimize the influence of the Labor Front on life within their
firms.12 Employers especially profited not only from the economy getting
off to a new start and from the boom that came from rearmament but also
from the discipline of the workers, the freezing of salaries, and their own
cooptation in the organisms that directed the economy.They were probably
neither sufficiently structured nor united enough to influence the regime
and especially to direct its policies. But they did not hesitate to take every
possible advantage of their position, even by giving their approval to the
politics of expansion.13 Some firms even did it with much resolve, such as
ig Farben, which implicated itself not only in the predatory politics of the
regime throughout Europe but also in its crimes through the unscrupulous
use of forced labor and of workers from concentration camps.14

The same observation can be made for all the German elites, in whose
behavior one could find a mixture of hedging, accommodation, and frank
participation, which was also characterized by some questioning of con-
science and efforts at breaking away.15 Certain sectors distinguished them-
selves by their support of the regime. Foremost among these were the doctors,
who exceeded in adherence. One out of two doctors belonged to the Nazi
Party, and one out of ten to the ss, which was to have some effect on their
participation in Nazi violence.16

Between elites and workers, the middle classes experienced a mixed fate.
White-collar workers profited from the expansion of work in the private sec-
tor, public administration, and the parapublic sector (the Party machinery)
as well as from the politics of leisure in the Third Reich. Artisans and shop-
keepers enjoyed favorable measures but were more and more affected during
the war by the priority given to the goods of production and restrictions
on the labor force. Finally, the peasantry lived in conditions that belied its
place of honor in the discourse of the regime and the growing control that
the state exercised over its economic activity, not to mention the increased
difficulties it encountered regarding labor.17

Vis-à-vis this German society, which had irreversibly become since the
end of the nineteenth century a complex society, the task of dedifferentia-
tion undertaken by the Nazis and characteristic of every kind of totalitarian
regime encountered failure,one that was perhaps inevitable to the extent that,
among others,a large range of special interests continued to exist. Professional
associations, rather than playing the role of some substitute for the regime
and of Nazifying their base,made themselves the spokesman of their clientele
and made every effort to obtain satisfaction,usually to the detriment of other
interests.
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All in all there was under Nazism a certain material contentment, if one
does not forget that people at the time judged things in relation to their recent
experience of the economic crisis. But what do we then say about the war
period,with its restrictions,separation of families,and bombings? Because it is
a fact that the regime succeeded in maintaining its base of support practically
to the end, this in spite of a war that, as was clearly evident from 1942–43 on,
would end badly. In order to explain this, one may formulate the hypothesis
that the attention given to social inequalities has overlooked another reality—
that of the partial reconstruction of the individual’s identity—due to several
factors that made these inequalities appear, in the eyes of Germans, to be just
one aspect of their situation.

The first of these factors was the work of training and propaganda taken
up by the Nazi Party,with the aim of creating some form of allegiance, at the
very least mass conformity. The Nazi Party had sought as early as the 1920s
to project the image of a national party, the accomplishment in miniature
of the “popular community” that it wanted to create on the national level.
This presentation in itself seems to have found some credit and contributed
to its electoral success. After 1933 the Party became a big machine whose
supporters approached 2.5 million in 1933 before climbing to more than 8
million in 1945, one-third of whom were women (with time the proportion
of people belonging to the upper classes who were among the new supporters
eroded,whereas that of workers increased continuously).18 To the supporters
we should add the many tens of millions of its auxiliary organizations (spe-
cialized by profession, age group, and sex) whose involvement, it is true, was
not usually the result of a free choice.

This enormous machine was animated by about 2 million little Führers
too.19 A vast circle of people had thus taken on importance and acquired
a power that could compete with any bestowed by money, status, or birth.
The Nazi Party quickly became the object of a lack of consideration, which
only increased with time. But one should not therefore underestimate the
role it played in social life. For example, its presence could be felt in the
political evaluations that an increasing number of administrative formalities
required, or in the interconnectedness of its organisms of assistance, not to
mention the internalized pressure that the Hitlerian salute presented. Added
to this was the invasion of public space by the celebrations that the Party
organized,true political liturgies,some of which—such as the annual congress
in Nuremberg—made quite an impression throughout the country,especially
through news reports.20

The Nazi Party exercised a decisive influence on one group at least—
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the youth. Through this the Party could reinforce its influence on family
life, where its intrusion was unsettling. Obstacles to its formal hold were
rather quickly eliminated. Even the associations of Catholic youth,protected
for a long time by the Concordat of 1933, were dissolved on the eve of
the war, making membership in the Hitler Youth organization henceforth
obligatory for all young Germans. During the war the Party benefited by
sending numerous children from the city to camps in the countryside in
order to reinforce its hold on them, for these camps were placed under the
authority of the Hitler Youth, now free of all competition from family or
school.

But nothing would be more misguided than to impute the influence of
the Party on youth exclusively to conditions that were favorable for indoc-
trination. Adolescent boys also had their own reasons for letting themselves
be seduced. The regime flattered them by treating them as the future of
the country. The competition between the Hitler Youth organization and
schools gave them the opportunity to play one off against the other. They
found the opportunity, and this was also true for a certain number of young
girls, to liberate themselves from family authority. In sum,what showed itself
here were the beginnings of a youth culture that could moreover assume
other expressions and in turn revealed the limits of the Party’s influence. For
example, bands of youth wandering through the large cities appeared during
the war and demonstrated, even violently at times, their hostility to being
recruited.21

The second factor contributing to Nazism’s success in society was the
convergence of certain aspects of the regime’s politics with aspirations that
were already present in a diffused manner within German society. These
include the desire for a society founded on merit and open to social climbing
and for a consumer society.22 The first of these aspirations can explain the
sharpness of the criticism directed toward inequalities that have already been
mentioned.Yet the second merits some attention.The Nazi policy on leisure,
its support of a car for the people—the “vw” remained only a dream even
in the war’s aftermath—the increased use of radio and film, the appearance
of television, and the development of advertising all proved seductive since it
suggested that real steps were being taken toward the creation of a consumer
society. By encouraging Germans to react as clients and consumers rather
than as mobilized citizens, the regime was not helping preparations for war,
but it did garner credit for the regime among the populace that the war did
not erode one day to the next.

The third factor was nationalism.The feeling of injustice brought about by
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theTreaty of Versailles and by the loss of status as a great power—resentment
toward the conquerors, particularly Poland, whose right to annex German
lands had been recognized at Versailles but that had become the object of
an almost unanimous rejection—had deep roots, and the Nazi regime knew
how to exploit as well as reinforce them. Hitler’s successes between 1933 and
1938—rearmament, remilitarization of the Rhineland, and the unification
withAustria and with the Sudetenland—was greeted with enthusiasm.These
accomplishments were all the more impressive since they had been obtained
without firing a single gunshot. The Germans experienced a certain sullen-
ness, though, at the outbreak of the war in the autumn of 1939. But the rapid
defeats of Poland and France, then the attack against the USSR, explained
as a preventive measure, were perceived not as so many aggressions but as
actions of legitimate self-defense in the face of neighbors or powers who
refused to grant Germany, in the concert of nations, the place that would be
in conformity with its newly reestablished power.23

Finally—and this is the last factor,but one that cuts across those preceding
—there was the cult of Hitler himself.A strong connection obviously existed,
it seems, between the structuring of the regime in the form of a charismatic
dictatorship on the one hand and the attitude of society on the other, for
it was society that made charismatic domination possible by assuring Hitler
the popularity that established his preeminence at the top of the regime.
By projecting onto him expectations and representations that vary greatly
in kind and encompassed all sorts of aspirations, the German population
played a crucial part in the construction of the myth of the Führer and
thereby contributed greatly to the uncontrollable dynamics of his regime.
This personalization of power corresponded to an archaic conception of
politics that satisfied a desire for emotional attachment of the monarchic
type. It also signaled the fact that the confidence granted Hitler served to
establish distance between him, the Party, and the government in the eyes of
the German people. Hence the myth of the good king who is poorly advised
could prosper right up to the end of the regime. This served as a kind of
safety net for the Fürher.

As to the reality of this cult,much evidence exists, including recent studies
on the attitude of Germans who were in the military.24 The person of Hitler
incorporated national unity and the community of destiny of all Germans.
His person symbolized a future of grandeur to which promises of a better
life were attached. Plans for the period following the war, revealed with great
fanfare from 1940 on, called for the construction of housing on a vast scale
for the poor and the preparation of a program of social security.25 The cult
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of Hitler also crystallized the resentment of a population that remembered
the humiliation of Versailles and that willingly imagined itself to be sur-
rounded and threatened, a chord Hitler knew quite well how to play in his
war speeches.26 With the help of the conflict’s evolution and the help of fear
of police repression, the Germans continued to support their leader. But all
other factors were probably less effective than fear of the“Bolshevik hordes.”
Nevertheless the belief in the genius of Hitler had to accommodate itself
with an increasing skepticism.

Viewed in relation to the duration of the regime and situated between the
ideal poles of rejection or acceptance, the population’s attitude settled early
on the side of acceptance.The notion of acceptance should be contextualized
in relation to deviance, dissidence, and opposition. Outright opposition was
limited to small groups, which increased as the war evolved. Apart from
the Communists and to a lesser extent the Socialists, the most active and
belligerent enemies of the regime were disparate groups of students, high-
level officials, officers, and property owners.27 But a not insignificant part
of the population wavered between deviance and dissidence, particularly in
those segments where, because of a minority identity, historic experiences,
or strong convictions, individuals were partly immunized against any effort
the regime made to penetrate their resistance. This was the case of workers
either attached to Socialist traditions or won over to Communism;of a good
part of the Catholic world,with its reactions as a minority and its memory of
Bismarck’s Kulturkampf; and of various elements of the liberal middle class.

Acceptance included resignation, support, and adherence, all kinds of at-
titudes that are not necessary to illustrate here. It is also useless to emphasize
that in reality these different attitudes were intricately woven together, with
acceptance being the dominant feature.Thus the Catholic Church,which ex-
pressed its dissent on precise matters when its interests were directly touched
upon, praised Hitler strongly and supported the regime publicly during the
war.

What needs to be emphasized, beyond the make up of these different
attitudes, is the varied forms that acceptance took, established as it was upon
many perceptions, often approximate or ambiguous, as to the nature and
ultimate objectives of the regime. Rather than see it as radically new and
the bearer of a violence that knew no precedent, the Germans privileged
in it what comforted their need for continuity or what answered their own
aspirations—aspirations they considered legitimate.And as for Hitler,far from
seeing him as the suicidal and bloody dictator that he was, they imagined
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him as one who listened to their deep desires for pacification and harmony,
and not without some justification, for Hitler showed on several occasions
that he knew how to take their pulse and account for their reactions.Thus he
suspended the extermination of the mentally ill after members of the clergy
protested in order not to compromise the support of the population in a war
that was going to be long. The absence of protests, public or unofficial, of
this very same clergy at the time of the deportation of the Jews dispensed it
from showing the extent of his flexibility.

This is not to say that the Germans, living off of illusions, had no part in
what was taking place. No one could ignore the fact that the “good Reich”
of Hitler was overflowing with people who were excluded and persecuted. If
the“popular community”was not an empty word for many, that community
was nevertheless realized in solidarity with the regime’s politics of repression
and exclusion. This was especially true when it was a question of traditional
prejudices, such as having Gypsies, “asocials,” and homosexuals toe the line
or when it was a question of persecuting Jews.28When for this last group the
time for deportation and extermination did come, many of their compatri-
ots turned their heads and closed their eyes. Emotion was not shown until
violence had spread into their own streets, under their own windows, during
“Crystal Night” in November 1938. The regime drew its own conclusions
from this, and it took every measure necessary to cloak its later actions in
secrecy.29 Here also it satisfied a population that wanted to be concerned
only with itself.

Acceptance therefore had its price. As Martin Broszat has written, the
attitude of the German population during the war was a “mixture of panic
and fidelity, of pity towards oneself and of lying, which made one morally
blind in regards to the excesses that the regime committed against the Jews,
the Poles, and the workers who had come from the East.”30

Translated by Peter S. Rogers
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